Flexible Financial and Business Reporting
Inside of Excel and on the Web.

Jet Reports allows you to get all the operational data you need, in the format that works for you. Any report – exactly the way you want it, no matter where you are. From advanced business reports to sophisticated financial statements, there is no exporting, no copying and pasting, and no programming, ever.

Eliminate errors
- Pull any data directly into Excel
- No manual exporting, no copy and pasting
- Begin using and building reports immediately

Always have the answers
- Drill-down on the numbers directly from Excel
- Access and run reports from anywhere on the web with the Jet Hub

Report portability forever
- Reports seamlessly update with ERP upgrades
- Automatically move from one version of Dynamics to the next

Cut reporting time and costs
- No hard-coding or programming skills required
- Reports seamlessly update with ERP upgrades

Never second guess the numbers again
- Complete collaboration and publishing platform
- Feel confident it’s the right data and workbook

Get started immediately
- Built specifically for Microsoft Dynamics
- Extensive report library to use out of the box
- Same day download and installation

Created for you
- Microsoft Dynamics NAV
- Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central
- Microsoft Dynamics GP
- Microsoft Dynamics AX
- Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations

“We complete reporting in about a quarter of the time with Jet Reports.”
– Mike Ball, J.R. Simplot

Visit us Online to Schedule a Personalized Demo Today
www.jetglobal.com

More than 219,150 users rely on Jet Global as the answer to their business intelligence and reporting needs every day.